
Seed Detectives: Identify the seed Clues 

1. Clue a): This seed makes big flowers. 

Clue b): The flower always faces the sun.  

 

2. Clue a): This is a root vegetable.  

Club b): When you are asked to think of a vegetable, this is the one most people say. 

 

3. Clue a): You can eat these raw or cooked.  

Clue b):  Sometimes they make you cry. 

 

4. Clue a): This is not the kind of flower you put in a vase.  

Clue b): It goes really well with cheese sauce. 

 

5. Clue a): These come in a pod.  

Clue b): Also the name of the 16th letter of the alphabet. 

 

6. Clue a): These come hot or sweet.  

Clue b): You can sprinkle it on your food a bit like salt, if you like it. 

 

 

7. Clue a): Happy in a salad.  

Clue b): It’s a leaf that you can put in your sandwich. 

 

 

8. Clue a): Sometimes we eat the one that pops.  

Clue b): Sometimes we call this sweet. 

 

9. Clue a): The name of this in England sounds a bit French, but in America it sounds a bit Italian.  

Clue b): Sometimes could be mistaken for a shorter, fatter cucumber. 

 

10. Clue a): It may be a weedy leaf but it’s said to make you strong and has lots of iron in it.  

Clue b): Popeye’s favourite, he eats it straight from the tin.  

 

 

11. Clue a): It looks like a mini tree, but you can eat it. 

Clue b): President Bush (Junior) was said to not like it. (probably more of a clue for the adults)  

 

 

 

12. Clue a): Said to have been quite a runner. 

Clue b): Long, thing and green looking, definitely not baked.  

 

13. Clue a): Be reddy for this clue to beet you! 

Clue b): Eating this may change the colour of your wee wee! (not for ever!)  

 

14. Clue a) You can roast these for you Sunday dinner.  

Clue b) They look a bit like a fat, pale carrot.  

 

15. Clue a): This is an herb said to go well with fish. 

Clue b):  It rhymes with pill and fill and bill. 


